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Come and join Mary Lou as you make a wonderful wreath fit for any well decorated 

holiday house! You have the option of embroidering family names and those of your pets 

to personalize this neat little quilt. Embellishments of Grandma’s buttons, pins, your 

collection, trinkets and crystals will be discussed. Lots of fun. 

 

This workshop can be done in cottons OR it can be done in wool. If you bring wool, you 

will need perle cotton to match your wool pieces or just use black. You will need 

embroidery needles that can accommodate perle cotton or three to six strands of floss (if 

that is easier to find)  

 

My sample is cotton but I am working on a wool sample to bring and will bring some 

other wool work for you to see.  

I like the two styles equally well. I do not fuse. I applique down my cotton pieces. 

 

Supply List: 

Fabric scissors, paper scissor for freezer paper, 

neutral thread and colored threads to match fabrics and black perle cotton 

Straight pins 

Embroidery floss or perle cotton  for words and extra design work 

Needles for applique-I prefer Jeanna Kimball #10 straw needles but YOU may prefer 

something else 

Bring your own personal sewing kit that has anything YOU use to sew with 

Some simple shapes of Christmas things for ideas (I will be handing out a pattern but 

ideas to share are always nice) 

Freezer paper  

a pencil and eraser and paper scissors-  

a Christmas recipe to share (bring 15 copies please)  

Fabrics- 

Background –solid black Kona cotton 28” x 28”  

Berries –red plaid or other 1/8 yard 

Candy cane=deep red 3”x 7” 

Doll face- cream 3” x 3” 

Doll hair-3 ½” x 3 ½” 

Doll dress-plaid 7” x 5” 

Doll legs- stripe -2” x 7” 

Doll shoes- 3” X 3” 

Goose- 6” x 6” 

Goose wing- 3” x 3” 

Bow- Fossil Fern Red or another RED  ¼ yard 
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Inside Bow- Check 3” x 6” 

Holly Leaves- Lighter green (not dark or it won’t show) ¼ yard 

Mitten-Plaid 4 ½” x 4” 

Mitten Trim- 1” x 3” 

Stars- 6” x 7” 

Heart-4” x 4” 

Horn- 7 ½” s 5” 

Extra fabric for other items you might want to put in is suggested also 

 

I do not list fusible web because I do not use it on my quilts but you may want to…if you 

do, I do not know anything about them so that part I cannot help you with 

 

Now, if you bring extra fabric then you may do some of the other patterns like holly 

leaves, a rabbit etc.... some people bring wool to do this. Eyes for doll-2 blue seed beads 

 

Various buttons and trims for once the wall hanging is done NOW- you may want to add 

your own touches so you can bring larger pieces of fabric in case you want to make more 

of one of the images. Remember you are using a black background so do not bring dark 

cottons or they will not show up. Good quilts have good contrast. :0) Don’t bring navy 

blue or dark dark green and expect that pop that black backgrounds can provide.  If you 

have my book “Out of the Box” or Hoochy Mama Quilts, please read the section about 

“light giver” fabrics. We will be discussing this in class also. 

 

This is a fun and beautiful project that you will use time and time again. Can’t wait to 

meet you in class. 
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